BLACKBOARD
News from the underground
When it comes
to chambers
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Why Pressure
Drainage?
Wastewater can not
always flow to the sewer
due to the gravity. This
solution would be often
associated with high costs
and additional construction. In such cases, the
pressure drainage is your
economical solution.

Accessible up to
class D400
(Installation in
traffic areas)

Pressure pipe

The BASIS: ROMOLD Pump Station
The ROMOLD pump chamber RPC-80-1 made of PE is
equipped with a high quality effluent pump and promotes
domestic wastewater via a pressure line to the sewage
system, even at distances of many kilometres.

Optional:
Control panel in an
outdoor column,
in the basement,
or in the garage

Waste water inlet
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Cable to the control
panel
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Pump chamber directly from
the manufacturer
Planned individually
Carried out economically
Environmentally friendly and durable
Cost-effective operation
Maximum operational safety
High-quality parts
Easy installation and maintenance
Low purchase price
Low crop damage on your property
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ROMOLD Pump Station RPC-80-1

The chamber

The control panel

ROMOLD polyethylene pump
chamber RPC 80-1 for holding
a submersible pump. Made of
100% virgin material, without
recycling content. One-piece
construction for absolute water tightness.
ROMOLD plastic chambers are
corrosion resistant, environmentally friendly and have a
lifetime of at least 100 years.

Single-pump standard control
ROM-Control-104 with LCD plain
text display for switching the pump
on and off irrespective of the water level.
Available with outdoor column or
wall installation in the basement.
The
integrated
level-control
through the air bell allows automatic switching on and off of the
pump.

Accessoires
Plastic bearing ring for holding a
commercial cover.

The Pump
Everything from a single-source
Complete solution for your low cost sewage disposal.

OR

convince yourself from the benefits:
ROMOLD GmbH
Sägewerkstraße 5
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83416 Surheim
Tel. 08654-4768-0		

info@romold.de

Fax 08654-4768-47		

www.ROMOLD.de
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TOP
quality
TOP
price
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The submersible sewage
pumps of the ROM Eco-CAP
series are specially designed
to promote domestic sewage
with excrements. The pump
features a self-cleaning and
non-blocking hydraulics, is reliable and has a long service
life.

